CHICHESTER PROPOSED PARKING MANAGEMENT PLAN
WSCC CONSULTATION 1-31 MARCH 2019
RESPONSE BY THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY.

Introduction
Members of the Chichester Society’s Executive Committee have visited the County Council’s
displays about its proposed parking management plan, and we offer the following response to
this public consultation.
Background and Context
The primary function of the highway is for the passing and re-passing of traffic. Historically,
restricting parking was always a secondary consideration, as there was always sufficient kerbside
supply. However, as the level of car ownership built up the need arose to keep the roads clear for
vehicles to pass, and Parliament passed Acts which allow highway authorities to introduce
parking restrictions and charges. This originally led to the introduction of parking restrictions on
major roads and also on the narrow roads in the central areas of towns.
It was recognised that Highway Authorities were custodians of a valuable asset owned by the
nation whose citizens benefit from effective management of the road network - through tolls,
congestion charging and charging for on-street parking. Controlling the supply of parking either
through direct restrictions or by charging can be an effective way of allocating this scarce
resource. Public authorities, managing this parking supply, defined the most popular urban areas
where parking could be charged at a higher level; and introduced zoning to help residents find
spaces closer to where they live.
Chichester’s Experience
Most towns and cities the size of Chichester and larger do have controlled on-street parking.
Members of the Chichester Society have been used to operating within these restrictions both in
Chichester and in other towns they have visited throughout the country. Chichester first had a
controlled parking zone (CPZ) back in 1990 which covered a tight central core. This was revised in
the mid 1990’s because parking had migrated to just beyond the central zone and was causing
problems in residential areas which had hitherto not been affected.
Experience suggests that wherever a zone has moved further out from the city centre, parking
demand increases just beyond the outer limit; and, where these outer areas are not suitable,
problems are created which had not occurred before. In recent years, in estates just outside the
CPZ, developers have felt the need to introduce private parking areas, notably at Roussillon
Barracks, Graylingwell and Millpond (in Stockbridge). These restricted areas are attempts to
control parking supply at these estates for the benefit of the residents. The green travel plans
have resulted in residents’ parking supply being restricted, but it was recognised that external
demands for parking spaces could cause problems unless such restrictions were imposed.
The Situation in Chichester Today
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WSCC with their consultants have now looked to pre-empt this slow-creep process by suggesting
to include all the developed area in Chichester within the proposed zoning. The current proposals
envisage producing a once-and-done solution. The Chichester Society suggests this approach may
be fine for the Highway Authority, but is unnecessary for the community which it is being
imposed upon. It is rare for a Highway Authority to introduce a blanket parking policy for an
entire built area, and there are disadvantages in doing so.
It is worth emphasising that the original intention, when first introducing waiting restrictions and
parking zones to Chichester, was primarily to maintain the passing and repassing of traffic; and to
protect inner-area residents who had no off-street parking. In Chichester, these parking problems
were largely solved by the central area CPZ and its subsequent revision in the mid 1990’s.
Improvements are Needed
Having reviewed the areas already covered by the Chichester CPZ, the Society agrees with the
broad thinking which underpins the current proposals, which is to say that management of road
space is not nearly as efficient as it could be and further work needs to be undertaken. Drivers
can see the advantages of parking near to the centre and would be prepared to pay for that
advantage. However, currently many spaces are limited to all-day residents-only parking, or to
residents-only parking for one hour in the morning and afternoon which pre-empts all-day
parking by others. This has resulted in a large number of valuable parking spaces being left vacant
all day until residents return in the evening. Some of these spaces could be converted to dual use
for both residents and visitors. Which is to say reserved for residents only in the evening, but
allowing dual use during the day using payment meters, scratch cards or an internet-based
scheme of the type used in Bath. (If payment meters are used, the scheme must ensure minimal
visual intrusion and no narrowing of the pavement to pedestrians and no new impediments to
those with limited sight). In this way demand can be managed through charges. Areas where
residents continue to find it hard to obtain parking spaces could be restricted to residents-only;
pressure on them would be relieved by freeing up these other spaces.
Roadspace outside a property is of course public highway and if unrestricted anyone has the right
to park there. The purpose of restrictions should be to manage parking that would otherwise
create problems of vehicles passing and repassing. Where properties have good off-street
parking and there is no obstruction problem, parking should be freely available. This helps
maintain the vitality and viability of the city centre. Many visitors and those working in Chichester
avoid parking in city centre car parks or roads - with their charges - and walk in from adjacent
neighbourhoods. A significant proportion park even further away because for those in low paid
work, the cost of the car parks is beyond them or they may prefer the longer walk as a
recreational activity.
Digging into the Detail
Having agreed above with the broad principle behind the proposals, the Society is concerned
about the 'devil in the detail' of implementing the proposals. The Highway Authority needs to
look within Chichester’s different zones street by street, rather than just apply blanket traffic
orders.
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In this regard, we would remind the Council of our response of 30 November 2016 to the initial
Road Space Audit (RSA), where we expressed concern about proposals for certain streets, that
would degrade the street scene and the amenity of residents and/or would create an
environment that is not conducive to walking and cycling on key "quiet routes".
We were particularly concerned by suggestions to introduce parking along Via Ravenna and
Avenue de Chartres. We were also concerned by proposals to intensify parking along Westgate
(See earlier submission for full reasons).
Since our earlier submission, other examples of practical issues have come to our attention in the
Summersdale neighbourhood of north Chichester.
 St Michael’s Hall on Summersdale Road is busy every day with community activities. It does
not benefit from any off-street parking and so it is essential that provision is made for those
activities, perhaps with a 3 hour waiting limit. Further south along Summersdale Road,
parking should also be retained to allow for the overspill from Graylingwell and the
University. Parking on the east side of this road helps to ensure lower speeds.
 Lavant Road Surgery and Pharmacy is an essential and well used facility. It was formerly a
large house converted to a surgery. Due to the lack of suitable provision elsewhere, when
recent residential estates have been developed, this surgery has been extended several
times, along with the patient list. The car park and the small lay-by outside are totally
inadequate for the parking demand. The Highway Authority’s parking proposals need to
reflect this situation, such as planning for some limited waiting.
 One Stop Shop on The Broadway lacks sufficient short-stay parking close to the premises.
Elsewhere in Chichester, St Richard’s Hospital generates problems of its own. The space is
insufficient to cover staff parking, and the cost of visitor parking is expensive (and they charge
twice should you be unfortunate enough to have to leave and come back). This puts pressure on
surrounding areas, such as the Barnfield and Swanfield estates where residents are increasingly
unable to find parking. At times, St James’s Road is effectively a one-way street with passage
permitted in both directions only by the courtesy of drivers. Yet it is also frequently needed as a
route for ambulances.
The above specific examples lead on to the general principle that there is a strong need to adopt
a street-by-street approach for all areas across Chichester. Multiple factors need to be balanced
including, to recapitulate: residents' amenity and visual amenity value; traffic calming effects of
parked cars; the needs of other users of the roads and pavement; and the needs of users of any
nearby local shop or community hall. There is also a need to look into possible unintended
consequences at specific sites, notably the hospital.
As per the RSA and our earlier response, we would also urge the Authority to investigate the
possibility of differential charging, tailored to encourage the kind of vehicles that are relatively
desirable and discourage those that are less so. It should be easy to charge less for cars that
occupy about half the space of others (i.e. compact cars like the "Smart Car" and "Toyota IQ"). It
may also be possible to charge less for less polluting vehicles such as electric cars. The authority
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may also want to consider reserving spaces that are relatively desirable (e.g. nearer to the city
centre) for vehicles they wish to encourage.
To Conclude
The Chichester Society is of the view that some of the parking proposals offered for this
consultation are unnecessary. We are also concerned about the effect they may have on the
vitality and viability of the city centre, in that there are a wide variety of essential activities
operating in the City centre without staff parking spaces, which employ staff on low wages such
as nursery and primary schools, medical facilities, those employed in retail and some in office
work who simply cannot afford the current cost of car parking. Many car-share, and leave cars in
outer developed areas of Chichester where it is currently free to park. These proposals will have a
negative effect upon them. It is important that the city centre parking zone is managed more
efficiently, i.e. by freeing up on-street parking spaces throughout the day and so reducing the
current practice of drivers trying to park in other areas. Parking zones should remain as a tight
core around the city centre, which can be easily enforced, whereas the outer residential areas
should operate as they have for years.
Looking Ahead
Lastly, while appreciating that the aim of current consultation is to look into the "nuts and bolts"
of a changed parking regime within the city, the Society would urge WSCC, in its role as Highways
Authority, to also prioritise reserving one or more sites for a future park-and-ride (P&R) facility
and a goods consolidation centre (as again recommended in the RSA). There is an unprecedented
amount of new housing planned in and around Chichester. Unless WSCC and its partner Councils
swing behind the idea of low-car developments, with all the additional housing will come more
cars, in turn requiring more parking. Before all suitable sites have disappeared under housing,
Chichester has to move quickly to identify and reserve sites for P&R and a goods consolidation
centre. The Society believes these facilities will benefit the entire community. Their provision
must surely come within the strategic remit of the County Council.
END
The Chichester Society
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